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Monday, Aprill 11, 2011

There is no expedient to which a
man will not go to avoid the labor
of thinking.
-Thomas A. Edison

God Why…?
by Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

God why do you do things
like this? As a firm believer
in a God I fear, why is it you
allow this to happen? This
being, of course, a disturbing trend I have been seeing
on campus. Walking to class
on the morning of April 6th I
saw underfoot many a chalking proclaiming “God why?”
and to be honest it rather
disturbed me. Each one had
a cryptic message that read
“CCC IV HH” beside it. Perhaps that’s an acronym for
“Civilian Conservation Corps
Intravenous Heroin Hotel”
What does it mean?
I was struck in awe thinking
about what the hell it could
mean until I went to lunch
and saw a table tent with the
explanation. It seems there
was a discussion of sorts
where my questions to God
could be answered by a
panel. That’s when it hit me!
God was here, Thursday,
April 7th in the form of a few
people who answered my
... QUESTIONS on back
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Iron BLAIR

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

In the dark depths of the internet, of exploding into a pile of former huthere has been an ongoing contest of man. The list goes on, and these strange
the most bizarre
scientists have fitype. There have
nally picked their
been a group of
subjects. One of
chemists that have
them is a profesfound a way to
sor from our very
give qualities of
campus: Carl Blair.
different elements
to anyone brave,
That is right, dear
or stupid, enough
students! Carl
to ingest the foul
Blair has won a
concoction they
chance to behave brewed in
come the first,
the depths of
real iron man. He
their laboratories.
has already made
Each group has
one trip down to
focused on differthe Iron Range,
ent elements, to
in nor theastern
make sure any craMinnesota. His
zy enough to be
response is intheir guinea pigs
different at best.
would get only
“So, I took a trip
the finest quality.
over to the Iron
One group has Iron Man Carl Blair ,with his iron sword, steps up Range, and I have
to defend MTU!
gold, to transform
to say, I was not
the experimented into a live idol, with impressed. I’m pretty sure I can build
the most luxurious golden-blonde hair a better iron forge in my sleep. I mean
and the most perfect golden tan, and the come on, people, how hard is it to do
fantastic malleability that gold possesses. this stuff? They were lazy about how
Another group has Francium, which, they went about the whole thing. I may
basically, means they can never go out not know about all the chemistry they
in the rain, shower, or swim again for fear
...see BLAIRING’ly loud on back

OH NO GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN.
Oh wait... nevermind!

Monday MAD LIBS

Verb: ________________________ Past Tense Verb: _______________

Animal: ______________________ Noun: _______________________

Verb2: _______________________ Verb 4: ______________________

Verb3: _______________________ Verb 5: ______________________

Animal 2: _____________________ Noun 2: ______________________

Animal 3: _____________________ Noun 3: ______________________

Animal 4: _____________________ Team’s Mascot: ________________

Expletive: ____________________

Spring Fling is almost
here, and it’s going
to be AWESOME.
Is your organization ready? Are you
sure? Put down that
guitar and start making some noise!

ADVERTISE WITH THE DAILY BULL!
Our prices are lower than your hair, way better than
cassette tapes, and far too sexy for your budget! We
distribute like a PLAGUE all over campus and via
the web - imagine all the people you could attract
to your group! Give us a shout at bull@mtu.edu to
make a deal. WE LOVE THE 80s and WE LOVE YOU!
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... BLAIRING’ly loud from front

were doing, but boy, do I know about
iron, and they were just screwing it up
big-time.”
Apparently, Blair had insulted the scientists in the Iron Range to the point of
breaking. In the written report issued
on their blog, “This guy is just nuts.
I mean, he wouldn’t shut up about
iron or iron smelting or iron forges
for the four days he was here. One
morning, we caught him reconstructing one of our forges that we worked
so hard on! Then he just kept asking
if we knew the differences between
steel, wrought iron and cast iron. Like
that information is relevant to anything
we’re doing here. Thought about possibly choosing a new candidate, but

if we end up maiming him for life or chemist.
something, maybe he’ll stop torturing
his students with iron...”
As of now, the project has been
suspended. Blair
“The thought of
refuses to go
giving this man
through with the
the power of
experiment until
iron…it keeps
the scientists fix
me up at night.
their iron-based
He even said
equipment, and
he’d send himthe scientists
self through
refuse to work
the forge, just
with Blair until
to see what it
he lear ns to
would feel like,
“shut his freakand simply reing trap.” So, as
shape himself
of now, he will
into a ‘super
simply resume
professor ’ as
teaching World
he called it.
Cultures. Now
Maybe we’ll just
he just has some
infuse him with
extra iron relatthis wrought
ed antidotes to
iron he speaks
sprinkle in the
The experiment site is said to look something
of and expose like this.... In other news, Blizzard will be suing two-hour lecfor patent infringements...
him to extreme
ture. Hope all
elements so he’ll just corrode faster his students are extra excited for these
and leave us alone,” quoted the head wondrous tales. Sorry guys.

How to ________ a __________

... QUESTIONS from front

questions very vaguely. Not only that,
it seems as though God has come in
the form of little pamphlets!
Someone left a pamphlet at every
computer in the EERC lab, I shit you
not. I hope people pick them up because if not, the word of God will
end up being recycled, maybe into
the word of Satan! We can’t have
that! I have one now and it explains
how the mysticism contained within
the Bible has prophecies that reveal
the future. Within the pamphlet, I am
warned that the end of civilization as
we know it is fast approaching thanks
to God. Good thing I read it here, first,
otherwise I would have been mislead
to believe I still had some time left on
this earth. PHEW what a relief! What to
do next? Well I was going to ask you
why is there no argument for you that
doesn’t contain a petitio principii logical fallacy?
[Editor’s note: personally, I’d like to
know why God saw fit to make mosquitoes. They’re so itchy…]
By Jon Big-O Mahan ~ Daily Bull

Now I know with hockey playoff season coming to be in fruition, many of you are wondering how to _________(v)
a _________(animal) onto the ice rink. Now it’s a very complex process, and involves many co-conspirators and
a good plan. The way it works is quite simple really. But how you ___________ (v2) it is all up to you.
First, one must ________ (v3) the _____________ (animal2). Doing so might be easy in the case of say, a fish or a
_________(animal3), but if you are one of the unlucky fans whom needs something rare, like say a ___________
(animal4), then you are ___________ (expletive) out of luck. Have fun hunting that down. Going metaphorical
might be of use there.
Step Two is the smuggling. it must be ________(past tense verb) on ones person, and brought in. How you accomplish this is up to you. Baggy clothing and jackets are your friends. You’ll also need to get seats near the ___________
(noun), for optimal throwing ease. Once these have been taken care of, you’ll need to ___________(v4) the
animal out of your hiding spot, and put it somewhere safe until the optimal chance to ________________(v5) it
onto the _____________(noun2).
Step 3 is easy. Do it, and get out of there. Preferably you have back-up seats. And spare clothing underneath. Now
that you know, get out there, and be a ___________(noun3). Go ___________(Team mascot’s name).

